The victor is a unified interface that lets you manage and
control your Intellex DVRs, VideoEdge NVRs, and associated IP
and analog cameras. It is a platform for the future — unifying
other security and business applications such as the HDVR,

American Dynamics has been developing some of the most

The victor is flexible, powerful and
agile, shifting when the game changes.

access control, intrusion, fire, and more.
Its unmatched flexibility lets you create customizable layouts that
exactly match the tasks an operator, such as a guard, supervisor,
investigator, performs each day.

advanced video technologies since the early 1970s. First
the unequivocal leader in digital video management systems
with Intellex, then the undeniable pioneer of PTZ domes with
SpeedDome, American Dynamics now proudly takes its

■■ Incident investigations are incredibly FAST and EASY with Smart
Search because motion searches are run on a database of metadata instead of searching through hours or weeks of videos

leadership position in the evolutionary IP market.
With a philosophy firmly rooted in the notion of protecting
customers’ investments, American Dynamics has an
unmatched approach to developing new solutions

■■ Manage a Virtual Matrix using a variety of CCTV keyboards across
4 monitors — all without buying a separate VMK product
■■ Display video simultaneously with common feature set, no matter
what the codec (H.264, ACC, MJPEG, MPEG-4 ); even mixing and
matching technologies

without abandoning its huge customer base.
victor is the perfect case in point. Designed to
support IP and analog cameras, NVRs and DVRs, it allows
customers to transition to IP at their own pace, or enjoy a
mixed environment of both analog and IP.
The Complete IP Picture

■■ Manage events, health alerts, and alarms from IP and analog cam-

The victor combines speed,
knowledge, and power.

eras, Intellex and VideoEdge NVRs
Technology is Cool. Unique Implementation is Hot.
Sure, we have one of the most powerful graphics cards available.

■■ Control and restrict what operators have access to by assigning
specific roles using embedded policy management functionality

But, the big benefit is the way we use it. With victor the graphics
card does the things the graphics card is supposed to: advanced
texture mapping, fast refresh rates, and photo quality rendering of
video. That frees up the CPU, and lets you deliver video faster and
more efficiently, while using far less CPU cycles.
Microsoft WPF is the technology behind the cool interface. It’s

you create a custom layout to meet your needs and requirements
rather than the fixed box that competitors offer.

■■ Portable profile lets you take your credentials with you regardless of
PC, no more workstation — specific registration and licensing
■■ V ideo playback is automatically time-synchronized, regardless
of VideoEdge or Intellex source, ensuring that you can rapidly investigate multiple views and associated videos seamlessly
■■ Create and manage camera views including tours, salvos and saved
views for fully customized layouts
■■ Support for Windows 7, Vista, and XP lets you maximize your IT
investments
■■ Future support for HDVR expands your video recorder options

victor has built-in Virtual Matrix capabilities, real-time event monitoring, and multi-monitor
support enabling simple to complex command center applications.

Dynamics has all of the pieces for you to build a game-changing
video surveillance and management solution.
IP Cameras
VideoEdge NVR

what allows you to control your multi-monitor setup using smart
features like tear off, snap, auto hide, tab, and dock windows. Letting

With a rapidly growing portfolio of IP solutions, American

Encoders
HDVR (Hybrid Video Recorder)
Storage Solutions

The victor is the ultimate teammate,
unifying platforms that until today,
played on separate sides.
Like thousands of other businesses worldwide, ABC Hospital
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has a significant investment in powerful and dependable
Intellex digital video management systems.
For over ten years, they have been happy with the
management, analysis and recording of video from

100’s of

cameras around the facility, monitoring operating rooms,
loading docks, pharmacies, etc.
That story’s about to change. The hospital has just
been awarded a significant grant which will allow them to
expand their facility and develop a state-of-the-art research
wing. The time is right for the hospital to add NVRs and IP
megapixel cameras.
But, again like other businesses, this hospital can’t afford to
simply rip out their existing video equipment, or invest in a
second team of personnel to run a separate system.
As the hospital begins the construction, they add
NVRs to their security network and

VideoEdge

victor to the new security

operation center (SOC) to view, manage, and control

the new

IP cameras they are having installed in the new wing as well as
their existing Intellex and CCTV cameras.
As part of the expansion, they also add a new staff parking lot,
which they will monitor using

mega-pixel cameras.

All from one control room.
All from one interface.

The victor makes it happen.

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS:
One of the most trusted, intuitive
digital video management systems in
the industry
•U
 se any Intellex platform (Ultra,
DVMS, LT, IP) version 3.2 to 4.3 and
beyond

HDVR:
Analog and IP now operating in
harmony

•D
 etect alarms and events, record
video, and much more

•T
 he ideal solution for smaller applications looking to manage a mixed
environment

•R
 eact faster to potential emergencies
with immediate email notification of
system events and alarms
•R
 espond to events with alarm-triggered PTZ positioning
•R
 ecord higher frame rates per second for certain cameras and assign
the remainder to less critical cameras

•D
 irectly connect analog and IP cameras into one recorder
•T
 wo flexible configurations available:
16 analog/8 IP cameras; 32 analog/
8 IP cameras
• v ictor integration in development

 EW VIDEOEDGE NETWORK
N
VIDEO RECORDER:
The newest version (v4.0) brings network video management to a new level
•D
 ual streaming enables two video
streams to be used from the same
cameras with different ips, resolution,
and codecs for live, recorded, or alarm
settings
•S
 erver side motion detection for lightning fast ad hoc post-event searches

• Listen to synchronized audio/video
either live or recorded
• WAN support using networking
industry standard ports and protocols
making it easier to follow IT policies
• H.264 provides superior video storage
and LAN bandwidth management
• Up to 10 TB of high-performance
Tier 2 near-line SAS onboard storage

•S
 treaming video playback enables Tivolike control of video for fast-forward,
pause, rewind, frame by frame control
to investigate incidents or monitor video
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